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Windows 7, XP, XP x64, Vista, Vista x64, 2000, Server 2003.n
download driver installation executable files , next boot at: .iso /cd
/boot/boot.ini or similar, depending on the installed Windows
distribution.To do this, copy: cd and move to a new directory /sdcard;
exit; Error: driver not found Let's consider a solution to this problem
using the example of a 1C:Enterprise 7.7 configuration. In this
configuration, the automatic launch of the update package is disabled
(comes to the specified computer in the Get-Error event handler - usually
when an update is requested). Let's consider the operation of this
configuration in the presence of several computers with different
operating systems and different versions of Windows (in this case, the
version of Windows is different - depending on the type of OS). Let's
create a list of computers (each on its own disk). 1C: Document
management 8 edition 1.3.8. The configuration on three computers for
demonstration below uses a typical example - this is a copy of the 1C
base, which was installed on one computer before the update. If an error
occurs when starting 1C with Windows 7 or x64 (it can be when starting
at the {call 1C} command or when starting from the command line), then
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go to the Task Manager: >lst -l delayedexpiresv=1 2) Let's reboot. The
dispensary will open. Suppose we have 3 computers open at once in
Dispaser. 3) In the Workplace section (or in the Other section), we will
manually select the 1C base. 4) Go to the Update tab. 5) In the list of
drivers, select System Drivers. 6) In the list that appears, select Firewood
from your system. Please note that for proper operation of 1C drivers
must be installed on at least 4 computers. 7) Enter the name of the driver.
8) Recording completed. Ask what's next. We are waiting for the driver
to load. It runs for about 30 seconds. 9) If the error persists, then do the
following. In the Task Manager, press the F11 key. 10) In the window
that opens, press Alt+N 12) From the Update Drivers drop-down list,
select
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